Take the financial
temperature of your staff

About Symatrix
Supporting Financial Wellbeing forms a huge part of businesses’ strategies in today’s desire to attract and
retain the best talent to their organisations. Enabling Early Wage Access (EWA) allows companies to support
their employees to take control of their finances and to make choices to maximise and enjoy the money that
they earn. Additionally, poor financial wellbeing can affect physical, mental and social health which can result in poorer job performance, reduced ability to concentrate, lower productivity and absenteeism.
With this in mind, Symatrix has signed a partnership agreement with Wagestream, the market leading
Earned Wage Access platform. Symatrix has integrated Wagestream’s financial wellbeing solution into our
services to provide customers’ employees with a percentage access to their earned wages, together with a
range of other tools to support their financial resilience, into the Oracle and XCD payroll packages.
To support this, Symatrix will provide their managed service to enable the seamless exchange and integration
of people data between the HCM and colleague wellbeing solutions. This capability removes any IT burden
and need to carry out costly and time-consuming ‘work-arounds’ from clients.
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Financial
Wellbeing Survey
Taking the financial temperature of your organisation
At Wagestream, we believe in better financial resilience for all. We believe this can be achieved
through understanding the financial behaviours of your workforce and offering them the right
tools and resources to put them on their journey to financial resilience.
We don’t have to tell you that the outbreak has had a profound impact on pretty much every
aspect of life, especially when it comes to people’s finances. The true extent of the outbreak is

£

not yet quite known, and won’t be for some time. That’s why now is the perfect time to take the
financial temperature of your workforce.
To help you do so we’ve teamed up with Owain Service, CEO of the Cognition Company, and Edward Gardner, Director of Behavioural Science at the Cognition Company, to develop a
that will help you understand where your workforce stands and where they need support.

survey

Access your survey here

O W A IN S E RV IC E

A bit about

Owain & Edward

Owain Service is the CEO of the
Cognition Company. He previously
co-founded the Behavioural Insights
Team and was Deputy Director of the
Prime Minister‘s Strategy Unit. He is
an Honorary Professor of Behavioural
Science at Warwick University.

We’re thrilled to work with Owain and Edward on this with their combined years of
experience looking into what makes us tick.

E D W A RD G A RD IN E R

Edward Gardiner is the Director of
Behavioural Design at the Cognition
Company. He previously founded the
Behavioural Design Lab at Warwick
Business School and holds an MSc
in Cognitive and Decision Sciences
(UCL).

The Survey
The survey comprises 17 questions designed to measure how your workforce are
managing their finances, with a particular focus on the impact of Covid-19.
The questions are answered through multiple choice, with the majority of questions
using the likert scale as a measurement.
CAR R YI NG OUT THE S URV E Y

To make it easily shareable and accessible, we’ve built the survey through Google Forms.
If you don’t use Google Mail or Google Suite, please get in touch and we can build the
survey in your preferred format.

Please find the google forms survey here

To complete the survey, click the link above and you will be asked to make a copy of
the survey. Making a copy will provide you with your unique survey link to send to your
workforce and collect the responses.

Analysing
Responses
For each question we have provided a UK wide benchmark for you to measure against.
The research for this survey and the benchmark data have been collected from the
Money Advice Service, ONS, Standard Life Foundation, and Wagestream’s own data.

Running the survey
with Symatrix &
Wagestream
Alternatively, if you would like to work with Symatrix and Wagestream to run the

OUR SOU RCE S

•

Money Advice Service - Financial Capability Survey: 2018

•

ONS - Personal and economic wellbeing in Britain: June 2020

•

Standard Life Foundation - Coronavirus Financial Impact Tracker: April 2020

BE NCH M A R K I N G GR A P H S
To match your workforce data to the benchmarking data:
•

Collect your responses. A Survey Monkey survey found that 80% of people respond
in the first 7 days so give your staff time to fill it out.

•

Use the ‘summary’ tab in google forms to create graphs aggregating your data.

•

Benchmark those against the graphs we have provided in this report.

survey and collect and analyse the data, please get in touch.
Our data analysis team will work with you to analyse the survey results and
understand the needs of your workforce.

Get in touch

Question One
If you added up all of your balances on overdrafts, credit cards,
store cards, personal loans, hire purchase, car finance arrangements,
approximately how much do you owe in total? Please exclude any
mortgages or other loans secured on property. Please exclude any
loans from the Student Loan Company.

BENCH M ARK

47% have no outstanding credit
D ESCRIPT I O N

Outstanding debt levels that exceed income, when not in consolidation,
represent likelihood of financial stress. of those who do have consumer
debt 54% have >£1000 debt.

Option

Percentage

I have no outstanding credit

47.5

Less than 100

4

100-499

7.8

500-999

6.5

1,000 - 4,999

12.8

5,000 - 9,999

6.5

10,000 - 19,999

4.9

20,000 or more

3

Don’t know

3

Prefer not to say

4.2

Total

100

Question Two
How often are you overdrawn on your current account?

BENCH M AR K

61% never go into their overdraft
DESCRIP T I O N

Frequency of entering overdraft is a signifier of cash flow problems
concerning ability to smooth consumption between income periods

Option

Percentage

Very often

6.4

Fairly often

6.1

Sometimes

8.4

Not very often

13.9

Never

61.3

Don’t know
Didn't answer

0.6
3.3

Total

100

Question Three
How do you generally handle paying your bill each month for
your credit card(s) or store card(s)?

BENCHMARK

24% Always pay full amount
D ESCRIP T I O N

All approaches bar full payment incur costs except in cases of 0%
consolidation cards. High levels of minimum payment will suggest
growing financial stress within your workforce.

Option

Percentage

Always pay only the minimum

4.5

Usually pay only the minimum

5.6

Usually pay something between

14.5

the minimum and the full balance
Usually pay full

11.3

Always pay full

24.8

Don’t know

0.5

Prefer not to say

0.3

Question Four
Imagine you have to pay an unexpected bill within the next seven
days from today. What is the biggest bill you could pay, either from
money you already have, or money you could easily borrow in a way
that you consider affordable?

BENCH M ARK

36% of people could pay an
unexpected bill of upto £300
Option

Percentage

D ESCRIPT I O N

Personal liquidiity is best evidenced in times of requirement. Variations exist
between regulators as to what is an “appropriate” amount of money one
should be able to access - variance being £250 - £1000. For those on
lower incomes, the ability to cover a £300 requirement is in line with their
income and therefore should be the aspiration.

50

5.9

100

10.8

300

9.5

500

11.7

1,000

10.8

2,500

6.8

5,000

8

10,000

14.6

Don’t know

6.2

None, I couldn’t pay an unexpected bill

9.8

Didn't answer

5.9

Total

100

Question Five
Comparing the last month to a typical month before the COVID-19
pandemic, to what extent do you have more or less working hours
per week?

BE NCH M AR K

31% of households across all income
groups felt a loss in income due to the
change in working situation

Loss of income in income sets

Percentage

DE SCRI P T I O N

Change in working hours is a proxy for changes in income. Dependent
on the contract type of workforce this number could be effected by
secondary employment,

<£22.5K

50

<£26.5K

38

<£32.5K

24

<£36.5K

13

Mean

31.25

Question Six
Comparing the last month to a typical month before the COVID-19
pandemic, to what extent do you have more or less disposable income
(the amount of money you have available after taxes to spend or save as
you wish)?

BE NCH M AR K

16.25% saw income decline by one third
or more across all income groups
Income

Less than a third

One third or more

<£22.5K

23

38

<£26.5K

28

15

<£32.5K

20

8

<£36.5K

13

4

Mean

21

16.25

DE SCRI P T I O N

Disposable income is a metric for understanding capability seperate
from income variations. If real income reduces yet expenditure declines
at a faster rate, disposable income will be higher. Larger disposible
income can mean better liquidity and therefore support individuals in
reducing historic debt.

Question Seven
Comparing the last month to a typical month before the COVID-19
pandemic, do you feel more or less capable doing the following?
[Staying on top of your earning and spending]

BENCH M AR K

28% of households across all income
groups struggled to meet day to day
expenses
DE SCRIP T I O N

An inability to track income and expendinduture for those on certain
contracts and in shift work can lead to financial stress. Over the duration
of a monthly period, the capability to track will mean that there is a
reduction in need to utilise external credit should a financial event come
about.

Income

Percentage

<£22.5K

87

<£26.5K

26

<£32.5K

2

<£36.5K

0

Mean

28.75

Question 8

Question 11

Overall, how satisfied are you with your life nowadays? Where
nought is ‘not at all satisfied’ and 10 is ‘completely satisfied’

On a scale where nought is ‘not at all anxious’ and 10 is ‘completely
anxious’, overall, how anxious did you feel yesterday?

BENCHM ARK

D E S C R I P TI O N

BE NCH MARK

DES CRIPTION

6.4

ONS Survey 2018 - median score

6.8

ONS Survey 2018 - median score

Question 9
Overall, to what extent do you feel that the things you do in your
life are worthwhile? Where nought is ‘not at all worthwhile’ and 10
is ‘completely worthwhile’
BENCHM ARK

D E S C R I P TI O N

6.8

ONS Survey 2018 - median score

Question 10

Question 12
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following
statement: I often lose sleep worrying about my finances
BE NCH MARK

24%

DES CRIPTION

This quesiton is asked across multiple surveys
and income groups. It often evidences that
financial worries go across the income
continuum. With financial worries holding
true along cashflow requirements.

Overall, how happy did you feel yesterday? Where nought is
‘not at all happy’ and 10 is ‘completely happy’
BENCH M ARK

D E S C R I P TI O N

6.2

ONS Survey 2018 - median score
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